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Generalized Low-Density Parity-Check Coding Scheme with
Partial-Band Jamming
Qi Li, Xinru Qu, Liuguo Yin , and Jianhua Lu
Abstract: In this study, a class of Generalized Low-Density Parity-Check (GLDPC) codes is designed for data
transmission over a Partial-Band Jamming (PBJ) environment. The GLDPC codes are constructed by replacing
parity-check code constraints with those of nonsystematic Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH), referred to as
Low-Density Parity-Check (LDPC)-BCH codes. The rate of an LDPC-BCH code is adjusted by selecting the
transmission length of the nonsystematic BCH code, and a low-complexity decoding algorithm based on messagepassing is presented that employs A Posteriori Probability (APP) fast BCH transform for decoding the BCH check
nodes at each decoding iteration. Simulation results show that the LDPC-BCH codes with a code rate of 1/8.5
have a bit error rate performance of 1 10

6

at signal-noise-ratios of

6.97 dB,

4.63 dB, and 2.48 dB when the

fractions of the band jammed are 30%, 50%, and 70%, respectively.
Key words: Generalized Low-Density Parity-Check (GLDPC) code constraint; nonsystematic BCH code; a posteriori
probability fast BCH transform
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Introduction

Although the Frequency-Hopping-Spread-Spectrum
(FH-SS) technique is widely used in wireless
communication to combat interference, the system’s
performance is subject to Partial-Band Jamming
(PBJ)[1] . Channel coding such as that with ReedSolomon codes and concatenated Reed-Solomon/block
codes, diversity-combining schemes such as MaximumLikelihood (ML), square law with Adaptive Gain
Control (AGC), and square law with equal gain;
and other useful techniques are required to mitigate
the interference[2, 3] . Among these techniques, the
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execution of forward-error correction coding is
straightforward. The effective design of coding has
been demonstrated to be extremely important for
achieving an acceptable Bit Error Rate (BER) in FH-SS
systems.
The Low-Density Parity-Check (LDPC) codes are
well known for their admirable performance, which
is near the Shannon capacity on Additive White
Gaussian Noise (AWGN) and numerous other channel
types[4-6] . These codes have been applied in the PBJ
environment[3] . However, with a significant number
of bands jammed, the design and realization of highperformance LDPC codes becomes problematic due to
the complicated trellis constructors involved.
Generalized LDPC (GLDPC) codes were first
introduced by Lentmaier and Zigangirov[7, 8] , who
proposed that the check nodes of LDPC codes can
represent codes more generally than Single ParityCheck (SPC) codes. With more powerful block
codes involved, GLDPC codes have numberous
potential advantages, including improved performance
in low Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) environments, fast
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convergence speed, and low error floors[9, 10] .
In this study, new GLDPC codes are designed
for data transmission over PBJ enviroments. These
codes are constructed by replacing the parity-check
code constraints of LDPC graphs with those of
nonsystematic Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH),
referred to as LDPC-BCH codes. The complexity issue
is solved by employing the fast A Posteriori Probability
(APP) decoding technique for nonsystematic BCH
codes[9] .

2

LDPC-BCH-Coded FH-SS System Model

The description of FH-SS communication and its
detailed system model with PBJ for channel codes can
be found in Refs. [3, 11]. Figure 1 shows a simple
block diagram of the proposed LDPC-BCH-coded
Binary Phase-Shift Keying (BPSK) FH-SS system. At
the transmitter, the information bits are arranged into
groups of size KL . After LDPC-BCH encoding, each
group generates a codeword to be used as the input of
the BPSK modulator. In this study, the Slow FrequencyHopping (SFH) communication type is considered, by
which the modulated signals of a codeword are divided
into multiple segments. Each segment is transmitted
over a frequency slot determined by the hopping
pattern, which is modeled as a sequence of independent
random variables uniformly distributed over a set
of allowable frequencies. The number of modulated
signals in each segment is denoted by T .
In the PBJ channel, we assume that some part of
the frequency spectrum is intentionally corrupted by a
jammer with Gaussian noise of uniform Power Spectral

Fig. 1 Block diagram of LDPC-BCH-coded BPSK FH-SS
system.
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Density (PSD). The carrier frequency of the transmitted
signal is hopped over the total SS bandwidth WSS ,
and the transmitted signal experiences both full-band
AWGN and an Additive Partial-Band Gaussian Noise
(APBGN). The AWGN has a two-sided PSD of N0 =2
over the total bandwidth, and the APBGN occupies the
frequency bandwidth WJ with the two-sided PSD of
NJ =2. The portion of WJ in the entire SS bandwidth
is denoted as P , where P D WJ =WSS and 0 < P 6
1. P represents the probability of the carrier frequency
hopping into the jammed part of the spectrum. The
interference is assumed to be present in the entire dwell
interval of a jammed hop, and the receiver can obtain
no information about the transmitted signal when it is
corrupted by the APBGN.

3
3.1

LDPC-BCH Tanner Graph and Code
Structure
LDPC-BCH bipartite tanner graph

On the basis of the bipartite graph, an LDPC-BCH
code is defined by replacing the SPC nodes of the
LDPC graph with those of the BCH, as illustrated in
Fig. 2. The SPC node with degree i corresponds to the
(i , i 1) parity-check code constraint, whereas the BCH
check node with degree i corresponds to the (ni , i 1)
nonsystematic BCH code constraint. Futhermore, 1 bit
of the generated nonsystematic BCH code combined
with the i 1 information bits defines a parity-check

Fig. 2 Bipartite Tanner graph representations of an LDPC
code and an LDPC-BCH code.
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code constraint. The LDPC variable node with degree
j in an LDPC-BCH code corresponds to the (j , 1)
repetition code, which has the same definition as the
variable node with degree j in an LDPC code.
3.2

If the largest column weight of GNS
P is k, we assume
the t-th column has the largest weight, where t D
0; 1;    ; n k 1. The bit corresponding to the t -th
column is obtained by
v.t / D u.0/ ˚ u.1/ ˚    ˚ u.k

Nonsystematic BCH codes

We used a pretreated systematic BCH code to define
that of a nonsystematic BCH code. The corresponding
generator matrix of an (n, k) systematic BCH code is
denoted as Gsys , which can be divided into two subsys
sys
sys
matrices including Gsys D ŒGP GI , where GP is a
k  .n k/ matrix used to generate the parity-check
sys
sequence, represented by Eq. (1), and where GI is a
k  k identity matrix used to generate the information
sequence.
2
3
a0;0
a0;1
: : : a0;n k 1
6
7
a1;1
: : : a1;n k 1 7
6 a1;0
sys
6
7 (1)
GP D 6
::
::
::
::
7
:
:
:
:
4
5
ak 1;0 ak 1;1 : : : ak 1;n k 1
Given the input information sequence u D Œu.0/;
u.1/;    ; u.k 1/, the nonsystematic BCH code can
be constructed as follows: First, let
u0 .b/ D u.b/ ˚ u.0/;

b D 1; 2;    ; k

1

(2)

where ˚ denotes the binary addition. Subsequently,
u0 D Œu.0/; u0 .1/;    ; u0 .k 1/ is used to perform the
systematic BCH encoding:
v D u0  Gsys

(3)

The generated v is a nonsystematic BCH codeword,
and v can also be obtained by
v D u  GNS
NS

ŒGNS
P

GNS
I ,

(4)

GNS
P

GNS
I

where G
D
as well as
are
defined as Eqs. (5) and (6), respectively.
2
3
kP1
kP1
kP1
˚al;0
˚al;1 : : :
˚al;n k 1 7
6
6 lD0
7
lD0
lD0
6
7
6
7
a1;0
a1;1
:::
a1;n k 1
GNS
D
P
6
7
::
::
::
::
6
7
:
4
5
:
:
:
ak 1;0
ak 1;1 : : : ak 1;n k 1
(5)
2
3
1 1 ::: 1
6
7
6 0 1 ::: 0 7
6 :
7
GNS
D
(6)
I
6 : :: ::
7
:
: 0 5
4 :
0 :::
P

0
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1

where
˚ denotes the binary summation of all
elements.

1/

(7)

which indicates that the sequence Œv.t /; u.0/; u.1/;    ;
u.k 1/ satisfies the parity-check code constraint. For
a nonsystematic BCH code with message length k,
Table 1 gives the code length n and the largest column
weight position t of GNS
when the largest column
P
weight equals to k.
3.3

Rate compatible LDPC-BCH encoding

As shown in Fig. 3, the BCH check node with
degree i which represents a (ni , i 1) nonsystematic
BCH code. Let the i 1 information bits, i.e.,
ui D Œu.0/; u.1/;    ; u.i 2/, correspond to the
former i
1 variable nodes, and then perform the
nonsystematic BCH encoding to obtain a codeword
vi D Œv.0/; v.1/;    ; v.ni 1/. We puncture v.t/ and
v.ni i C 1/ to obtain a punctured nonsystematic BCH
punc
code vi , where v.ni i C 1/ equals u.0/ and v.t/
equals the binary summation of all elements in ui , as
punc
described in Section 3.2. The bits of vi
correspond
to the BCH variable nodes, which are connected to the
BCH check node. Denote the transmission length of
punc
tran
vi
by ntran
is optional, from 0 to
i . The value of ni
ni 2, and the rate of the LDPC-BCH code decreases
as ntran
increases.
i
The adjustable rate LDPC-BCH encoding contains
the following procedures.
Step 1 LDPC encoding
Construct an LDPC
code cL with an ML  NL sparse parity-check matrix
HL . Then the generated code has NL variable nodes and
ML SPC nodes, each of which can be replaced by a
BCH check node.
Table 1 Code length n and the largest column weight
position t of GNS
P with the largest column weight k.
Largest column
weight k
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Code length
n
7
15
31
63
127
255
511
1023

Largest column
weight position t
2
1
10
13
92
86
376
112
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Fig. 3

The connection of BCH check node with degree i.

Step 2 Nonsystematic BCH encoding Denote the
degree of the y-th BCH check node in the LDPC-BCH
bipartite Tanner graph as iy , y D 0; 1;    ; ML 1,
then
generate
the
corresponding
punctured
punc
nonsystematic BCH code viy . We can select the
transmission length ntran
iy according to the application
environment and obtain the transmitted BCH code
punc
punc
punc
vtran
D Œviy .0/; viy .1/;    ; viy .ntran
1/. We
iy
iy
punc
punc
use vy , nytran , and vytran to represent viy , ntran
iy ,
tran
and viy , respectively, to allow for a more complete
understanding in the following section.
Step 3
Combine the LDPC code and the
transmitted BCH code to form the LDPC-BCH code
tran
tran
c D ŒcL ; vtran
0 ; v1 ;    ; vML 1 .
The code length of an LDPC-BCH code is expressed
as
M
L 1
X
nytran
N D NL C
(8)
yD0

and the code rate is obtained by
KL
RD
MP
L 1
NL C
nytran

(9)

yD0

Because BPSK modulation is considered, the
generated LDPC-BCH codes are converted from a
binary f0, 1g set to a f 1, 1g set with C1 ! 0 and
1 ! 1. The converted symbol sequences are then
transmitted in the PBJ channel.

4
4.1

LDPC-BCH Decoding
Message-passing algorithm

Similar to the LDPC decoding algorithm, the LDPCBCH code is decoded iteratively by message-passing
based on the bipartite Tanner graph[3] . The extrinsic
messages are iteratively exchanged between the
variable nodes and the BCH check nodes as the input
and output of the decoders. The received sequence
is denoted as d D Œd.0/; d.1/;    ; d.N
1/. The

corresponding value of d.x/, which is corrupted by the
APBGN, is set to 0, as mentioned in Section 2. The
message of the received signal is defined as the LogLikelihood Ratio (LLR), the value of which we can
obtain by[11]
2
LLRch .x/ D 2 d.x/; x D 0; 1;    ; N 1 (10)

where  2 is the noise variance.
rx.`/ .y/ is denoted as the message sent from the yth BCH check node to the x-th LDPC variable node in
iteration `, and qy.`/ .x/ denotes the message sent from
the x-th LDPC variable node to the y-th BCH check
node in iteration `. At ` D 0, we have Eq. (11) because
there is no message from BCH check nodes to LDPC
variable nodes in the initial condition.
rx.0/ .y/ D 0

(11)

where x D 0; 1;    ; NL 1 represent NL LDPC
variable nodes, and y D 0; 1;    ; ML 1 represents
ML BCH check nodes.
The iterative decoding process is given by
P
qy.`/ .x/ D
rx.`/ .y 0 / C LLRch .x/;
y 0 2ColŒx
y 0 ¤y
1

rx.`C1/ .y/ D B

ch
/
.qy.`/ .xs /; LLRB;y

s2RowŒy

x D 0; 1;    ; NL
y D 0; 1;    ; ML

qy.`/ .x/;

1;
1

(12)
where Col[x] and Row[y] denote the set of 1’s position
in the x-th column and the y-th row of HL separately,
and B 1 represents the APP-BCH decoding process
with the input being the extrinsic and channel LLR, and
the output is the APP LLR. The iteration stops if the
result is a valid codeword or the iteration times have
reached the maximum number.
4.2

Nonsystematic BCH decoding

Given the nonsystematic BCH code with the message
length of iy 1, there are 2iy 1 different codewords. The
2iy 1 possible values of the information sequence
are denoted in ascending order as fuB;0 , uB;1 ,    ,
uB;2iy 1 1 g. The corresponding symbol set generated
by using ˙1 mapping is then expressed by faB;w g, w D
0; 1;    ; 2iy 1 1. We then encode fuB;w g and write
the generated nonsystematic BCH codes as fvB;w g. We
express the corresponding symbol set obtained after ˙1
mapping as feB;w g. The last iy 1 symbols of every
eB;w are replaced with aB;w to form a new symbol
set, denoted as f$B;w g. As mentioned in Section 4.1,
the APP-BCH decoding is used to calculate the output
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LLR. The corresponding LLR of the y-th BCH check
ch
node obtained by Eq. (10) is denoted as LLRB;y
D
ch
ch
ch
tran
ŒLLRB;y .0/; LLRB;y .1/;    ; LLRB;y .ny
1/.
The y-th BCH check node can be assumed as having
the degree of iy . According to the bipartite Tanner graph
of an LDPC-BCH code, iy messages are sent from the
LDPC variable nodes to the BCH check node, which
are denoted as an a priori LLR expressed as
apr

LLRB;y .s/ D qy .xs /;

s D 0; 1;    ; iy

1

(13)

We use the correspondence as shown in Fig. 4 to form
apr
ch
LB;y and LB;y
. The LLR from APP decoding can be
obtained by
P
.w/
dec
LB;y
.s/ D ln

w20 .s/

P

.w/

;

s D 0; 1;    ; niy

1

w21 .s/

(14)
where 0 .s/ denotes the subset of f$B;w g, in which the
s-th bit is C1, and 1 .s/ denotes the other subset in
which the s-th bit is 1. .w/ is defined as
:
apr
ch
.w/ D exp.0:5  .< eB;w ; LB;y
> C < aB;w ; LB;y >//
(15)
where < ;  > denotes the inner product.
The APP LLR of the BCH check node is then
expressed by
(
dec
LB;y
.s Cniy iy C1/; s D 0; 1;    ; iy 2I
app
LB;y .s/ D
dec
LB;y .ty /; s D iy 1
(16)
Finally, the extrinsic LLR from the y-th BCH check
node is then given by
app
apr
rxs .y/ D LB;y .s/ LB;y .s/; s D 0; 1;    ; iy 1
(17)
4.3

Fast BCH transform

The direct calculation of LLR in Eq. (14) has a high

Fig. 4
node.

Form of the decoding information of the BCH check
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computational complexity, i.e., O.2iy 1  niy /. The
Fast BCH Transform (FBT) based on the butterfly
graph can be employed to reduce the complexity to
O..iy
1/  niy /. Figure 5 shows the butterfly flow
graph of (7, 4) nonsystematic BCH-FBT decoding,
which corresponds to the BCH check node with degree
iy D 5, where z.w/ D Œ .w/
.2iy 1 1 w/T ; w D
iy 2
0; 1;    ; 2
1. We introduce a 2iy 1  1 vector z,
where z contains 2iy 2 elements z.w/. The following
process is similar to the soft-in/soft-out APP decoding
of Hadamard
in #
Refs. [9, 10, 12]
" codes#as described
"
1 0
0 1
with J D
, J D
, and finally, a
0 1
1 0
2iy  1 vector f is obtained that contains iy elements f
and f.s/ D Œˇ.2s/ ˇ.2s C 1/T ; s D 0; 1;    ; iy 1.
The LLR of FBT decoding is given by
ˇ.2s/
LFBT .s/ D ln
; s D 0; 1;    ; iy 1 (18)
ˇ.2s C 1/
app
If iy is even, the LB;y .s/ is obtained by
8
ˆ
< LFBT .0/; s D 0I
app
LB;y .s/ D
LFBT .iy 1 s/; s D 1; 2;    ; iy 2I
ˆ
: L .i
1/; s D iy 1
FBT y
(19)
app

If iy is odd, LB;y .s/; s D 0; 1;    ; iy 2 is processed
in an identical fashion as previously described, whereas
app
Q FBT .iy 1/ with
LB;y .iy 1/ is obtained by computing L
zQ.w/ D Œ .w/ .2iy 2 Cw/T ; w D 0; 1;    ; 2iy 2 1.
4.4

EXIT chart analysis for LDPC-BCH decoding

In this study, we used the EXtrinsic mutual Information
Transfer (EXIT) chart to analyze the decoding
performance. There are two curves in an EXIT chart:
One represents the decoding of repetition codes at
the variable nodes, and the other represents the code
constraint at the BCH check nodes. The input extrinsic

Fig. 5 Fast BCH transform
nonsystematic BCH codes.

flow

graph

of

(7, 4)
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mutual information of the decoding process for variable
nodes is along the x-axis, and the output is along the yaxis, whereas the parameters are reversed for the BCH
check nodes. We denote IA,V and IE,V separately as the
input and output extrinsic mutual information for the
variable nodes, respectively. Similarly, IA,B and IE,B are
denoted for the BCH check nodes. We can graphically
analyze the LDPC-BCH capacity-approaching problem
by making the EXIT curve of the variable nodes match
that of the BCH check nodes[13] .
Figure 6 shows the EXIT chart for LDPC-BCH codes
within a PBJ channel with P D 70% and SNR= –1dB,
where the variable nodes are expected to be with degree
j D 3 and the check nodes are of the same degree,
i D 6. As mentioned in Section 3, we replace the
SPC code constraint with a .15; 5/ nonsystematic BCH
code constraint and assume that only nine check bits
are transmitted for each BCH check node. The EXIT
curve for the SPC nodes is also illustrated in the figure
for contrast. It is shown that the EXIT curve of variable
nodes intersects that of the SPC nodes, whereas a large
iterative decoding tunnel exists between the variable
nodes curve and that of the BCH check nodes. These
results indicate that under such channel conditions, the
standard LDPC codes obtain a decoding error, whereas
the LDPC-BCH codes can work properly.
The admirable BER performance is a two-pronged
result. At the BCH check nodes, the corresponding LLR
is obtained from the LDPC variable nodes in a similar
manner as that of the standard LDPC codes and from
the channel, which indicates that more information
is used. Conversely, BCH codes are more powerful
than the simple SPC codes; thus, the number of

Fig. 6 EXIT chart for LDPC-BCH codes with P D 70% and
SNR= –1 dB.
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extrinsic messages sent from the BCH check node
increases. With the ongoing iterative decoding process,
the extrinsic LLR accumulates, which illustrates the
advantages of LDPC-BCH codes.

5

Simulation Results

Two examples are shown to demonstrate that the LDPCBCH codes exhibit excellent performance within the
PBJ channel condition. We employ the LDPC codes
specified in Ref. [14] with a message length of 16 384
bits and a code rate of 1/2, and we construct the LDPCBCH codes by using the last 8192 SPC nodes replaced
with the BCH check nodes. In each hop duration, we set
the transmitted symbol number T as 14.
The simulation results of the Reed-Solomon-BCH
coding scheme with a code rate of R D 1=8 and the
LDPC-BCH codes with a code rate R D 1=8:5 are
illustrated in Fig. 7, where the BER is shown as a
function of SNR, the standard deviation , and the raw
input bit-error probability Pb . The Reed-Solomon-BCH
coding scheme is constructed by using (31, 11) ReedSolomon coding, (6, 5) parity-check coding, and (14,
6) BCH coding. In Fig. 7, it is shown that with the
fraction of bands jammed as P D 30%, the proposed
LDPC-BCH codes can achieve a BER performance of
110 6 at SNR= – 6.96 dB, i.e., Pb D 26:3%, while the
Reed-Solomon-BCH coding scheme has an error floor
problem to obtain the same BER performance. When
P gets 50% or even 70%, the LDPC-BCH codes still
have a 1  10 6 BER performance at SNR=– 4.63

Fig. 7 Simulation results of the Reed-Solomon-BCH coding
scheme under PBJ with P D 30% and the LDPC-BCH codes
under PBJ with P D 30%, 50%, and 70%.
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dB and 2.48 dB, which are corresponding to Pb D
20:4% and 3:1%, respectively. We can clearly see that
the LDPC-BCH codes have a much more consistent
BER performance than that of the Reed-Solomon-BCH
coding scheme.
Figure 8 shows the performance of the LDPC-BCH
codes with various code rates under the PBJ condition
with P D 30%, in which the code rates are adjusted
by selecting the transmitted length of the generated
punctured BCH codes. It is apparent that to obtain the
BER performance of 1  10 6 , the LDPC-BCH codes
with a code rate of R D 1=2:5 are required to operate at
SNR= 0.44 dB. Although with code rates R D 1=4:5,
R D 1=6:5, and R D 1=8:5, the LDPC-BCH codes can
achieve identical BER performances at SNR= 4.15 dB,
SNR= 6.06 dB, and SNR= 6.97 dB, respectively.
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